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Abstract. To become a part of a joint human-agent team, artificial
agent are required to achieve joint goals with humans not only performing task for humans. This includes the ability to coordinate actions between team-members, which is e.g. addressed by Human-Aware Planning
approaches. This work surveys available solutions regarding the special
requirements identified for joint human-agent activities. In particular,
the work concentrates on the requirement of interpredictability, which
requires to include the course of actions of other team-members into the
planning process of one’s own course of action.
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Introduction

Focus Human-sided self-explanation, aims to integrate users into existing systems not only as supervisors but also as a regular component and to offer the
opportunity to interact with human beings, by means of the available communication channels [11]. Although the addressed systems are goal-driven and act
(as much as possible) autonomously, humans have to be able to define goals,
to restrict the system by means of constraints and to inspect the results of the
self-organisation process [15, 21]. Furthermore, humans must not only be seen
as supervisors but also as agents that can be asked for help to reach specific
goals [21]. These mechanisms rises significant engineering challenges for both,
the decision making process of agents and the interaction between agents and
human users. Concentrating on the decision making process, this work surveys
requirements and available state-of-the-art solutions. In particular, we focus on
the challenge to decide at which moment an interaction with humans is useful
and at which situation and in which way the interventions of human users should
be included into the course of actions of agents.
Motivation Autonomous agents have to decide what actions to perform, when
they should be performed and—in some cases—determine which entity should
be asked for help to fulfil a specific task [28]. Once the available entities do
not only comprise artificial agents but also natural agents or in other words human beings, joint human-agent activities emerge. Decision making procedures

for joint human-agent activities are done by Human-Aware Planning [8] (HAP)
components, that encourage the basic idea of human-agent activities, which is
that agents and humans have different capabilities, advantages and disadvantages that can complement each other. One example of a human advantage is
the selection of relevant information while one example of the strengths of computers is the management of vast amounts of data. Furthermore, humans excel
at finding solutions to new or evolving problems, building knowledge and learning, but are less efficient and not suited for the execution of multiple operations
at the same time.
To build effective team-players agents planning for such activities have to tackle
the dynamic nature of humans as the human behaviour features several aspects
of uncertainty for the planning process [1, 16, 19]. As an example, consider the
fact that humans select merely good and feasible actions to fulfil a task rather
then selecting the optimal ones [25]. Furthermore, after committing to a specific
task humans may change their goals from one moment to another without a
(for computers) comprehensible reason. These aspects of uncertainty imply a
dynamical behaviour that can be seen as some kind of ‘Quality of Behaviour’ a
human is able to provide and influences the planning process in different ways.
For example, the non-optimal execution of an action influences the execution
time whereas the sudden interruption of a task endangers the whole plan and
might imply a replanning to reach a given goal.
One assumption of currently available human-aware planning components is that
whenever a task is assigned to a human that possesses the ability to fulfil it, the
human will provide results in a timely fashion. This assumption is questionable
since the ‘Quality of Behaviour’ a human is able to provide depends on the
current context of the human. For example, a human might not provide required
information if he/she is currently occupied with performing another task. The
primary objective of our work is to relax this assumption to a more general one.
That is, whenever a task is assigned to a human with the ability to fulfil it, the
human may accept or decline such task and provide results either in time or
delayed [1]. This form of ‘context-dependent’ behaviour is essential for planning
processes that account for the abilities of human beings.
Structure The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Section 2
we give some background information about joint human-agent activities and
human-aware planning components. Section 3 introduces requirements for HAP.
Section 4 presents state-of-the-art HAP projects and approaches. Afterwards, in
Section 5 we discuss the results and implications of this survey. Finally, Section 6
concludes our study and gives an outlook on future work.
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Terminology

Joint Human-Agent Activities Following the definition for joint-activities given
by H.H. Clark [10, p. 3], joint human-agent activities can be defined as an
extended set of actions that is executed by an ensemble of natural and artificial

agents who are coordinating with each other [10, 19]. Agents cooperate with
each other to overcome some certain kind of inherent limitations. Nevertheless,
cooperation would be avoided if no other stimuli exist, as it adds additional cost
to an activity, e.g. in terms of a communication overhead. This can be an external
stimulus like a goal that is not reachable without cooperation either caused by
resource or capability constraints or an internal stimulus like an extroverted
character that is forced to cooperate with others [24]. These limitations can
be found either on the perception level, the cognition level and/or the execution
level [23, 26]. As examples, consider agents with sensory malfunction (perception
level), humans with a disease like dementia (cognition level) or robots that are
not able to overcome obstacles like stairs (execution level). In consequence they
form a symbiotic relationship in which agents perform tasks for humans and
humans in return help agents [23].
Human-Aware Planning Planning procedures that account for joint humanagent activities are computed by human-aware planning components. HAP is an
evolving branch of AI planning systems for collaborative settings where agents
coexists with humans [8] (e.g., socially assistive robots in household environments). Following Cirillo et al. [9, p. 17], human-aware planning can be applied
in situations in which there are artificial agents whose actions can be planned
and natural agents whose action can be only predicted, sharing the same environment. Here, to build effective team-players the agents are required to include
the state of the human into their planning process to anticipate the actions of the
human [14]. This information then can be used to generate plans including the
human as actor and respecting a set of e.g., social or interaction constraints [8,
20].
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Requirements

Advances in AI stimulate the development of more complex teamwork scenarios then those of these days, in which artificial agents become part of the team
itself [22]. Klein et al. [18, 19] emphasises that such team-work requires the participants at least to enter into an agreement to work together (named Basic
Compact), to be mutually predictable and directable and to maintain a common ground. Furthermore, the authors formulate several other challenges like
observability and cost control, most of them beyond the scope of this work.
However, two of the challenges—namely collaboration and interpredictability—
are of particular interest. Collaboration addresses the decision making process
of agents—the actual planning. It includes the ability to understand and solve
a problem in an incremental fashion and negotiate the course of actions with
other team-members. Requirements for such planning components include the
abilities to [5, 6, 19]:
– reveal the current status of the overall plan,
– detect possible failures during plan execution and to replan if failure occur,

– evaluate the viability of plan changes,
– replan in situations where an individual agent’s capabilities are outperformed,
– recruit more capable agents to perform the replanning,
– manage retasking when plan changes occur, and
– adjust the communication capability to the agents’ capabilities (human agents
require UIs where software agents expect procedural calls).
Additionally, we can identify some real time constraints. If the agent application takes too much time to act on behalf of a user (e.g., for plan generation),
the human might feel misunderstood or might think that the application has
malfunction [20]. These stop-and-go like interaction avoids the fluent meshing of
actions, which is typically for good teamwork [13].
Furthermore, we have to consider the context-dependent behaviour of humans.
That means, that whenever a human is predicted to fulfil a task, the human
may perform this task or not and provides results either in time or delayed [1].
This is also called interpredictability and requires to plan actions considering the
actions of others [6, 18]. For this, human-behaviour models either hand-crafted
or derived from psychological studies can be used [16, 17]. Such models define
the possible behaviour, capabilities and habits of humans and should be updated
during runtime to adapt to the individuals that interact with the system.
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Related Work

Several of the presented requirements can be imported ‘out of the box’ from
state-of-the-art approaches either from the field of human-aware planning or
from adjacent research fields [27]. For example, the ability to reveal the current
status of the overall plan and to detect possible failures during the plan execution
is given by the 3-layer architecture of current dynamic planning components [12,
p. 9]. Here, a closed loop between the planning level, the monitoring level and
the execution/controller level enables interleaved planning and execution, which
is utilised for plan supervision, plan revision and replanning.
This multi-layered structure is for example used in the HAP framework presented
by Cirillo et al. [8]. The approach describes the use of intention models to decide
whether an agent is allowed to perform its task or if the agent would disturb the
human user and should not perform the task now. This information is used to
postpone agent tasks to a more acceptable time frame. This use case is interesting
but beyond the scope of our work as it is our intention to consider the abilities
of humans when planning and to assign tasks to them.
Another HAP approach—the Human Aware Task Planner (HATP)—is presented by Montreuil et al. [20]. HATP is able to estimate the viability of a plan
according to several social constraints, reaching from undesirable states to effort
balancing and abstraction legibility. An extension of HATP is presented by Alili
et al. [4]. The work introduces a supervision layer that refines tasks based on
the current context in an incremental fashion and monitors human behaviour,

i.e. whether a human user commits to a task assignment or not. This allows the
system to recognise in which context a human user accepts or declines a specific
task. Here, the work lacks detail on the usage of such information.
Alami et al. [3] present a way to adjust the planning procedures to different
types of humans using so called InterActionAgents (IAA) as a representation
of humans interacting with the system similar to proxies. The author further
discuss a concept for a framework using the information provided by the IAAs
to produce legible behaviour.1
Rosenthal et al. [23] emphasise how human-agent cooperation enables a team to
accomplish tasks that the team members cannot fulfil on their own. The work
makes extensive use of plan changes and retasking and also introduces ways to
replan in situations where individual agent capabilities are outperformed. Models
of human behaviour are not used.
The work of Kirsch et al. [16] uses models of human abilities to predict human
behaviour and reactions and is in consequence able to produce plans that are socially acceptable. Furthermore, the authors state that these models are adjusted
through a learning cycle. Nevertheless, the strengths of the system are not the
planning techniques or the learning algorithms but the concept of combining two
frameworks to facilitate joint human-agent activities.
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Discussion

As mentioned above several of the presented requirements can be imported ‘out
of the box’ from related work. Nevertheless, we are able to identify subjects that
are merely covered by state-of-the-art solutions. Table 1 classifies the introduced
approaches in comparison to our own study named the Hplan [2] (Human-Plan)
project. The table includes the ability of the solutions to monitor the execution
phase and to evaluate the viability of plan changes, which is subsumed using
the term manage state. Furthermore, we evaluated the approaches abilities to
detect failures during execution and to replan if necessary including retasking
of the planned actions. The ability to recruit more capable agents to perform
the replanning was not found in any of the approaches. One reason might be
a missing exchange between research in e.g., mixed-initiative planning [7] and
research in planning for joint human-agent activities. As the Hplan projects
focuses interpredictability as research goal, we further evaluated whether the
approaches take representation of humans into account. Here, we distinguish social constraints, behavioural models, intention models and whether these models
are static or introduce some certain kind of learning.
Table 1 emphasises that technical requirements such as manage the current state,
replan and the detection of failures are satisfied by most of the approaches. This
is typically done by implementing the 3-layer architecture of dynamic planning
components and establishing a life-cycle of planning, executing and monitoring. Additionally, we can conclude that there exist some work related to the
1

Kirsch et al. [17] gives an introduction to the term ‘legible behaviour’ in the context
of joint human-agent activities.

Table 1: A classification of human-aware planning approaches. The table entries
reads as follow: + the approach supports this feature, o the approach does not
fully support this feature but it supports it in some (weak) way (e.g. extension),
– the approach does not support this feature.
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integration of specific information about humans. For example, Montreuil et
al. [20] presents a solution that integrates social constraints into the actual planning process by assigning a social score to evaluate plans. This social score can
comprise several dimensions. In contrast to social constraints, the integration
of information about behaviour (e.g., personality traits) and abilities are not
as well advanced. Even so, the different authors involved highlight the need
for a novel representation of humans [8, 16]. The conceptual work of Kirsch et
al. [16] presents a first approach to integrate such representations, which can
be also adapted during runtime using learning techniques. The concept of InterActionAgents introduced by Alami et al. [3] presents a way to encapsulate
different information about individuals and is a natural way when developing
agent-oriented.
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Conclusion

This article provided an overview about requirements for human-aware planning
and available human-aware planning approaches. In particular, we focussed on
the challenges associated with joint human-agent activities. It was argued that
the decision making process of artificial agents can benefit when anticipating
impending actions of humans. This requirement, which is also called interpredictability, implies shared knowledge between team-members developed through
experience gained during the actual teamwork [6]. Here, a novel representation
about human behaviour, abilities, habits, social rules and intentions is required.
These representations can be derived, e.g., from social and psychological studies
and should be adapted during the interaction with humans. Although the related
work fulfils several of the presented requirements, the integration of such representations is mainly missing. It was shown that major advancement were made
integrating social constraints into the planning process, that the integration of
behavioural and intention models is a barely sufficient explored and that the online adaptation during the interaction is nearly non-existent nowadays. In future

work, we want address these issues in the Hplan project concatenating contemporary planning techniques with a human behavioural model and reinforcement
learning techniques.
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